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Now here’s something you don’t see every day – A
HOUSE in the road!
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It was right at the end of my driveway. That prompted a change of running route. I watched with
neighbors for a while then ran in the opposite direction. I returned in time to see it proceeding on its way. 
 
There it goes! 
 

 
 
The house was on a farm behind us which will now become a housing development. Many neighbors
opposed the rezoning, but it’s OK with me. If some earlier farmer hadn’t sold his land, MY house wouldn’t
be here. So, I’ll graciously welcome the newcomers. 
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MARYJEANSL
I hope you will get new neighbors that you will like. I am always sorry to see family farms go
(although you didn't mention whether it was a family farm or a factory farm), but surely the only
constant in life is change.
2389 days ago

v

SMILES4383
I've seen a mansion moved ... It was HUGE and quite an experience to witness.
2389 days ago

v

MISCHAKEO
I am living on ex farm land also. Interesting picture. Happy Thanksgiving.
2389 days ago

v

PHEBESS
Moving entire houses has always amazed me!!!!
2390 days ago

v

ONEKIDSMOM
Not something you see every day, for sure. It's a fascinating process, moving a complete
house! Hopefully it will have a new home and be loved!
2390 days ago

v

WALLAHALLA
Brings back memories. When I was 4, my parents bought a 6 bedroom house for $3,000.05.
They only won the bid because my dad had added the nickle on the end being funny. We had to
move it to our farm and it was an all day affair. 2 flatbed semi's had to drive side by side in perfect
sync, and the utility and phone company had to go with us to lift the wires. 
2390 days ago

v

WATERMELLEN
What a sensible attitude!! 

We moved a couple houses about 28 years ago -- and it was a fascinating project -- 
2390 days ago

v

CD4114015

 and there are always people that oppose progress That was a neat sight...wish I had
been there!

 
2390 days ago

v

1STBUCKETITEM

 Actually in southwest retirement land we see houses moving quite often!
2390 days ago

v

SUBMOM2
It's fascinating to me how they can move a house like that.

I admire your attitude about the rezoning. No wonder you seem so healthy!
2390 days ago

v

TRAVELGRRL
No, not something you see everyday! 

I love your attitude about the rezoning. I'm reminded of people who are SO against immigrants
coming to the US -- like ALL our forebears weren't immigrants at one point!
2390 days ago

v

50YEARSAWIFE
Yes, sometime progress is painful. Like you attitude.
2390 days ago

v

DR1939
Our house faces a river with a small acreage bordering it. For the first 20 years it had horses
and a very old, rundown barn. It was sold 2 years ago and now has dump trucks, cats, graders,
and piles of gravel. We're not very happy about it, but that's what happens when you live in an
unzoned area.
2390 days ago

v
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Add Your Comment to the Blog Post
Leave encouragement, a question, or anything else relevant to this post. All blog comments must abide by
SparkPeople's Community Guidelines. 

 Subscribe to this blog  

Disclaimer: Weight loss results will vary from person to person. No individual result should be seen as a typical
result of following the SparkPeople program.

GINIEMIE
I understand both points of view. I don't like overcrowded subdivisions, but many of our homes
would not exist if the land we own wasn't parceled. 

Happy Thanksgiving     

   
2390 days ago

v
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